Three appointments are to be made for a three-year term starting July 1, 2014.

Of those appointed:
- One must be an elected official
- Two must be additional members (Of the two members, one must be an employer.)

Further, of these three appointees:
- Two must be selected from the Central Region
- One must be selected from the Western Region
- One must be male

**West Region Description:** The district portions of Price, Taylor and Clark counties; and the following municipalities in southwestern Marathon County: (C) Abbotsford; Bern; Brighton; Cleveland; (C) Colby; Day; Eau Pleine; (V) Fenwood; Frankfort; Holton; Hull; Johnson; McMillan; Spencer; (V) Spencer (V) Stratford; (V) Unity; Wien.

**Central Region Description:** The district portion of Lincoln County plus municipalities in Marathon County except the following located in southwest and southeast Marathon County: (C) Abbotsford; Bern; Bevent; Brighton; Cleveland; (C) Colby; Day; Eau Pleine; Elderon; (V) Elderon; (V) Fenwood; Frankfort; Franzen, (V) Hatley; Holton; Hull; Johnson; McMillan; Norrie; Plover; Reid; Ringle; Spencer; (V) Spencer; (V) Stratford; (V) Unity; Wien.